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In mature retroviral particles, the capsid protein (CA)
forms a shell encasing the viral replication complex.
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) CA dimerizes
in solution, through its C-terminal domain (CTD),
and this interaction is important for capsid assembly.
In contrast, other retroviral capsid proteins, including
that of Rous sarcoma virus (RSV), do not dimerize
with measurable affinity. Here we show, using X-ray
crystallography and other biophysical methods,
that acidification causes RSV CA to dimerize in
a fashion analogous to HIV CA, and that this drives
capsid assembly in vitro. A pair of aspartic acid
residues, located within the CTD dimer interface,
explains why dimerization is linked to proton binding.
Our results show that despite overarching structural
similarities, the intermolecular forces responsible for
forming and stabilizing the retroviral capsid differ
markedly across retroviral genera. Our data further
suggest that proton binding may regulate RSV
capsid assembly, or modulate stability of the assem-
bled capsid.
INTRODUCTION
The assembly of retroviruses is directed by a single protein, Gag,
an extended molecule composed of multiple domains. Several
thousand copies of Gag are arranged radially within each spher-
ical and enveloped viral particle, their N termini associated with
the lipid bilayer and their C termini contacting the RNA genome
in the virion interior. Sometime after particle formation, in
a process termed maturation, the Gag protein is cleaved by the
viral protease, releasing the structural proteins found in the infec-
tious virus. These include the MA (matrix), CA (capsid), and NC
(nucleocapsid) proteins. CA reorganizes to form the shell of the
mature viral core, which has a distinctive conical shape in lentivi-
ruses such as HIV-1 and a more polyhedral appearance in some
other retroviral genera. The genomic RNA and the replicative
enzymes of the virus are packaged into the core, which is deliv-
ered into the cytoplasm of the host cell during the initial stages
of infection. Controlled disassembly of the capsid shell
surrounding the core must subsequently take place to facilitate
reverse transcription and nuclear import of the proviral DNA (For-
shey et al., 2002; Dismuke and Aiken, 2006). Cellular interferenceStructure 17with this process forms part of the innate immune response to
retroviral infection (Towers, 2007; Luban, 2006). Given the critical
importanceof themature capsid in the retroviral life cycle, there is
continued interest in resolving its structureandunderstanding the
molecular interactions involved in its formation and stabilization.
Whereas retroviruses are structurally quite highly organized,
immature viral particles differ both in size and in the number of
copies of Gag they incorporate (Fuller et al., 1997; Yeager
et al., 1998; Yu et al., 2001; Wilk et al., 2001; Briggs et al.,
2004a, 2006b; Wright et al., 2007). The core of the mature virion
is also polymorphic (Yeager et al., 1998; Welker et al., 2000;
Kingston et al., 2001; Briggs et al., 2003, 2004b, 2006a;
Benjamin et al., 2005; Butan et al., 2008), precluding direct
high-resolution structure determination using cryo-electron
microscopy or X-ray crystallography. Hence, the molecular
architecture of HIV-1 and other retroviruses has been inferred
through study of their components, through mutagenesis of viral
genomes, and through low-resolution imaging of individual viral
particles using electron tomography (for a review, see Ganser-
Pornillos et al., 2008).
Both the immature particle and the mature capsid are held
together by CA-CA interactions. CA is composed of two inde-
pendently folded, predominantly helical domains, connected
by a short and flexible linker. The interactions made by the
capsid protein are different in the immature and mature particle.
In part this results from structural changes in CA, which are
linked to proteolysis (Gross et al., 1998; von Schwedler et al.,
1998). Of the two states of the virus, the organization of the
mature particle is currently best understood. Moderate-resolu-
tion reconstructions of HIV-1 core-like particles, assembled
in vitro from purified CA, show the shell of the mature core to
be built from a hexameric CA array (Li et al., 2000; Ganser-
Pornillos et al., 2007). Hexameric rings of the N-terminal domain
(NTD) are linked to neighboring rings through dimerization of the
C-terminal domain (CTD). Heterotypic NTD-CTD interactions are
also involved in capsid formation (Bowzard et al., 2001; Lanman
et al., 2003, 2004; Ganser-Pornillos et al., 2007). It is almost
certain that this basic configuration is conserved across the
retroviral genera. The NTD of murine leukemia virus (MLV) has
been crystallized as a hexamer, and this is thought to correspond
to the hexamers found in the mature core (Mortuza et al., 2004,
2008). HIV-1 CA dimerizes in solution with moderate affinity,
through its CTD. The crystallographic structure of the CTD dimer
(Gamble et al., 1997; Worthylake et al., 1999) models the CTD-
CTD interactions within the core.
Many unresolved questions remain. The reconstructions of the
mature capsid are not yet good enough to define side-chain, 737–748, May 13, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 737
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Dimerization and Assembly of RSV CAFigure 1. Acidification Drives In Vitro Assembly
of RSV CA
Transmission electron micrographs of typical
assembly products, negatively stained with uranyl
acetate. Shown are core-like particles (left panel),
sheets (central panel), and small oligomers (right
panel). Scale is indicated.interactions in the subunit interfaces, or to detect dislocations
and distortions of secondary structure linked to capsid
assembly. Variation of the basic hexagonal packing arrangement
is required to close the capsid; although this appears to be
achieved by the introduction of pentameric assemblies, the
statistical distribution of pentamers is ill defined, as is the overall
capsid assembly pathway. Finally, the degree of structural vari-
ation between retroviral genera is not understood.
This study involves the capsid protein of Rous sarcoma virus
(RSV), the prototypical avian retrovirus, and investigates the
role of CTD dimerization in mature capsid assembly. Whereas
HIV-1 CA dimerizes in solution through its CTD, rapid and revers-
ible dimerization of CA from many other retroviruses, including
RSV, is not detectable in solution (Khorasanizadeh et al., 1999;
Campos-Olivas et al., 2000; Kingston et al., 2000; Mortuza
et al., 2009). Correspondingly, HIV-1 has so far provided the
only structural model for the CTD dimers present in the mature
capsid. The original motivation for our work was the observation
that acidification promotes assembly of RSV CA into capsids
in vitro. Now we demonstrate that capsid assembly results
from proton-linked dimerization of the CTD, and provide
a biophysical and structural description of the dimer.
RESULTS
Acidification Drives In Vitro Assembly of RSV CA
We previously observed that acidification promotes RSV CA
assembly in vitro (Kingston et al., 2001), a result which we
have now confirmed and extended. The protein, in a neutral-
pH storage buffer, was rapidly diluted into a high-salt buffer at
pH 4.9. The high salt concentrations facilitate efficient assembly
by forcing the protein from solution, a technique also used to
assemble HIV-1 CA in vitro (Li et al., 2000; del Alamo et al.,
2005). A mixture of regular and semiregular assembly products
was immediately observable by transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM). Control experiments, in which the protein was
diluted into a high-salt buffer at neutral pH, did not result in any
significant capsid assembly. However, some assembly of full-
length RSV CA begins to occur at pH 6.5, with the amount of
assembled material steadily increasing as the pH is lowered.
Threemajor classes of assembly product result from the jump-
dilution experiments (Figure 1). These are (1) irregular convex
shells that resemble the authentic viral core, (2) planar sheets,
and (3) small oligomers. Only the latter two were previously re-
ported (Kingston et al., 2001). The core-like particles, sheets,
and oligomers are produced under the same assembly condi-738 Structure 17, 737–748, May 13, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rightions, and coexist in solution. Formation of similar structures
has recently been reported when RSV CA is incubated in the
presence of phosphate at neutral pH (Purdy et al., 2008) (see
Discussion).
The core-like particles (CLPs) (Figure 1, left) have dimensions
comparable to authentic cores of RSV, whose mean width is
80 nm (Kingston et al., 2001). Like authentic cores (Kingston
et al., 2001; Butan et al., 2008), the CLPs are polymorphic, some-
times having a faceted appearance and sometimes exhibiting
a continuously curved surface. The CLPs often appear to be
multilamellar. Authentic viral cores sometimes have nested CA
shells (Butan et al., 2008), although apparently with much lower
frequency than the CLPs.
The sheets (Figure 1, center) are large, sometimes achieving
dimensions of several microns. Frequently the edges curl up to
form tubes, and we infer that sheets and isolated tubes are
essentially equivalent structures. The sheets appear to be well
ordered on initial inspection. Images of negatively stained spec-
imens, when Fourier transformed, yield very sharp diffraction
maxima extending to 20 A˚ resolution. The sheets previously
appeared to conform to c2mm symmetry in projection (Kingston
et al., 2000). However, our current analysis reveals no consis-
tently observed symmetry, and projection maps calculated
from individual sheets are not equivalent. We have concluded
that the sheets aremultilayered and likely incorporate a statistical
packing defect, such that the layers are out of register with one
another (see, e.g., Ku¨hlbrandt, 1988) (data not shown). Notwith-
standing, there are strong indications that within each layer the
hexagonally packed CA assembly found in the mature retroviral
core is present. The unit cell dimensions of the lattice (a = b =
9.5 nm, g = 60) are essentially invariant, and match very closely
the repeat distances measured in authentic cores of RSV (Butan
et al., 2008), HIV-1 (Briggs et al., 2003), and MLV (Yeager et al.,
1998). Additionally, some projection maps have approximate
hexagonal symmetry, which would arise when there is only
a single layer of CA, or if themultiple layers were in exact register.
We hypothesize that the multilayered sheets and the multilamel-
lar appearance of the CLPs are related, and that the two struc-
tures are built from the same basic CA lattice, which is that
present in the authentic viral core.
The small oligomeric particles (Figure 1, right) are largely
uniform in size and shape. When embedded in negative stain
and supported on a continuous carbon film, they appear to be
rings with a hollow and stain-penetrable interior. However,
when suspended in vitreous ice, image classification and aver-
aging (Ludtke et al., 1999; Sorzano et al., 2004) reveal classests reserved
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symmetry and clear internal density (data not shown). The parti-
cles giving rise to these projections are T = 1 icosahedra. The
results of 3D image reconstruction will be reported elsewhere.
While acidification initiates capsid assembly, we also investi-
gated whether the structures that result are stable at neutral
pH, once assembled. This was achieved by overnight dialysis
of the assembly products into a pH 7.0 buffer, keeping the
NaCl concentration unchanged (0.7 M). Examination by electron
microscopy revealed that the core-like particles and small oligo-
mers persisted at neutral pH; however, the sheets disassembled.
All three types of assembly product were abundant in control
samples that were not subject to dialysis. This seems to be an
example of hysteresis of capsid dissociation (Zlotnick, 2005),
because the same neutral pH conditions do not promote capsid
assembly directly.
Because acidification results in assembly of a variety of regular
and semiregular structures, some of which have an obvious rela-
tionship to the authentic viral core, we proceededwith a biophys-
ical and structural investigation of proton-linked assembly.
Acidification Results in Dimerization of the RSV CA CTD
We first examined self-association of the CTD as a function of
pH, reasoning that capsid assembly might be linked to dimeriza-
tion of the CTD. Small-zone size-exclusion chromatography was
performed on the CTD at pH 3.7, 7.0, and 10.0. The results at pH
7.0 and 10.0 were equivalent, with the protein eluting in
a symmetric peak, having the retention time expected for
a monomer. This mirrors results obtained previously with the
full-length protein (Kingston et al., 2000). Lowering the pH to
3.7 caused the elution profile to become asymmetric, as well
as decreasing the overall retention time (Figure 2A). These
changes are diagnostic of the establishment of a rapid and
reversible self-association (Winzor, 2003).
To quantitate this behavior, large-zone size-exclusion chroma-
tographywasperformed, loadingsufficientmaterial ontoacolumn
to establish a ‘‘plateau region’’ of constant protein concentration.
Under such conditions, the position of the leading or trailing
boundary of the elution profile reflects the equilibrium distribution
of species at the plateau concentration. Consequently, quantita-
tive information concerning solution equilibria can be obtained
from the shift in boundary position as a function of the applied
protein concentration (Winzor, 2003; Valdes and Ackers, 1979).
Representative large-zone profiles for the CTD at pH 3.7 are
shown in Figure 2B. The leading boundary position is clearly
dependent upon the protein concentration. From the boundary
position at a range of plateau protein concentrations (1.8–
430 mM), weight average partition coefficients were calculated
(see Experimental Procedures), and these were fit to a simple
monomer-dimer equilibrium model. The fit of the model to the
experimental data was good (Figure 2C), and the apparent
dissociation constant governing the equilibria was determined
to be 52 mM at 4C.
A Simple Proton-Linkage Model Explains CTD
Dimerization
We further characterized CTD dimerization as a function of pH,
using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). Concentrated protein
solutions were injected into buffer, and the heats resulting fromStructure 17dimer dissociation were used to quantitate the underlying equi-
libria (Velazquez-Campoy et al., 2004). To perform the experi-
ments the CTD was concentrated to 500 mM, and dialyzed
Figure 2. Acidification Causes the RSV CA CTD to Dimerize
(A) Small-zone size-exclusion chromatography of the CTD at varying pH. The
curves are vertically offset for clarity.
(B) Large-zone size-exclusion chromatography of the CTD at pH 3.7. Shown
are the leading boundaries of the protein large zone at two different plateau
protein concentrations.
(C) Weight-average partition coefficients for the CTD at pH 3.7, as a function of
total protein concentration. The solid line represents the best fit of the data to
a simple monomer-dimer equilibrium model (KD = 52 mM)., 737–748, May 13, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 739
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Dimerization and Assembly of RSV CAinto buffers with pH between 3.6 and 5.7. At each pH a titration
was performed, the raw data (Figure 3A) were integrated, and
the resultant heats were fitted to a simple monomer-dimer equi-
librium model (see Equation S1 in Supplemental Experimental
Procedures available online). At pH 5.7 and above, the mono-
mer-dimer equilibrium was essentially unobservable by ITC
(Figure 3B). As the pH was lowered, the apparent binding affinity
increased markedly, as indicated by the curvature of the
isotherms (Figure 3B). At pH 3.67 and 20C, the equilibrium
dissociation constant obtained from model fitting is 230 mM,
in reasonable agreement with the estimate obtained using
large-zone size-exclusion chromatography at a different temper-
ature (52 mM, at pH 3.70 and 4C). These results confirm that
dimerization of the CTD is linked to proton binding. We then
considered whether the observations could be explained by
a simple two-step model (Figure 3C) which assumes that dimer-
ization is linked to the binding of a single proton and cannot
occur in the absence of proton binding (cf. Wolfer et al., 1987
and references therein). Using linkage theory (Wyman and Gill,
1990), an expression was developed relating the observed equi-
librium association constant (Kobs) to the equilibrium constants
governing the first and second steps of the assumed binding
scheme, and the proton concentration (Equation S9).
The experimental data (Kobs versus pH) were fit to Equation S9
(Figure 3D). The fit indicates that more complicated models are
not needed to explain the experimental observations, although
the analysis does not prove the correctness of the assumed
binding scheme. The equilibrium association constants for the
first and second binding steps, derived from model fitting, are
A D
B E
C
Figure 3. ThepHDependenceofCTDDimer-
izationCharacterizedUsing Isothermal Titra-
tion Calorimetry
(A) Typical raw data, resulting from the injection of
the CTD (564 mM) into buffer at pH 3.67.
(B) Integrated ITC data, resulting from injection of
the CTD into buffer at each indicated pH. Experi-
mentally measured heats are shown as solid
symbols; the fitted monomer-dimer equilibrium
model is shown as solid lines. Only 4 of the 12 titra-
tions performed are shown.
(C) Simple proton-linkage model, in which proton
binding to the monomer is obligatory if dimeriza-
tion is to occur.
(D) Apparent affinity constants for CTD dimeriza-
tion as a function of pH, and their fit to the simple
proton-linkage model. Each point is the average
of duplicate measurements.
(E) Distribution of species predicted by the simple
proton-linkage model as a function of pH, with the
protein concentration fixed at 300 mM.
K1 = 11,600 M
1 and K2 = 8,500 M
1.
For the first step, which is simply a pro-
tonation, this corresponds to a pKa
(=log10(K1)) of 4.1. For the second
step, the dimerization of the protonated
monomer, this corresponds to a dissocia-
tion constant (=1/K2) of 120 mM.
Given estimates for K1 and K2, it is
possible to calculate the expected distri-
bution of species (monomer, protonated monomer, dimer;
Figure 3C), which depends on both the pH and the protein
concentration (Equations S10–S12). Results of the calculation
are shown in Figure 3E, for a protein concentration comparable
to those used in our assembly assay (300 mM). The dimeric
species is predicted to be present at micromolar concentrations
below pH 5.5. The solution equilibria were measured at physio-
logical salt concentration, and the elevated salt concentrations
used in the assembly assay (0.7 M NaCl) will further promote
dimerization. Even so, the concentration of the dimeric species
will remain vanishingly low at pH 6.5, where significant assembly
of full-length CA becomes observable in our in vitro assembly
system. This suggests that dimerization is involved in nucleating
capsid formation.
Crystallographic Structure Determination of the CTD
in the Dimeric State
To understand the structural basis of proton-linked dimerization,
we attempted to crystallize the CTD (amino acids 151–237),
whose structure was previously determined by solution NMR
spectroscopy (Kingston et al., 2000; Campos-Olivas et al.,
2000). We were successful in obtaining crystals at both alkaline
and acidic pH (space groups P21212 and P6222/P6422, respec-
tively; Table S2). The alkaline-pH crystal structure was deter-
mined at 2.0 A˚ resolution, using the method of molecular
replacement. However, we could not determine the acidic-pH
crystal structure, due to the limited resolution of the X-ray diffrac-
tion data and the presence of complicated noncrystallographic
symmetry. Accordingly, we prepared a truncated variant of the740 Structure 17, 737–748, May 13, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved
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Dimerization and Assembly of RSV CACTD (amino acids 151–226) fromwhich the last 11 amino acids of
CA were removed, a region that is known from NMR spectros-
copy to be constitutively disordered (Kingston et al., 2000; Cam-
pos-Olivas et al., 2000). The truncated variant was crystallized at
both mildly alkaline and acidic pH, in two different space groups
(I41 and P3221, respectively), and structures were determined by
themethod of molecular replacement at 2.1 and 0.9 A˚ resolution.
Statistics associated with the refined atomic models are given in
Table S2.
Considering the tertiary structure, there are no large-scale
differences between the three crystallographic models of the
CTD and the models derived earlier using NMR spectroscopy
(Kingston et al., 2000; Campos-Olivas et al., 2000). Consistent
with the NMR data, the last 11 amino acids of the CTD (residues
227–237) are disordered when present, and were not visualized
in electron density maps. In one of the crystal structures (space
group P3221, pH 4.3), part of the ‘‘major-homology region,’’
which creates the strand-turn-helix motif at the beginning of
the domain, is positionally disordered and present in two slightly
different conformations.
It is the dimeric arrangements of the CTD observed within the
crystals that are of major interest. Through combination of crys-
tallographic and noncrystallographic symmetry, essentially five
unique interfaces are present within the crystals where the mole-
cules are related by two-fold rotational symmetry. These are
shown in Figure 4, together with the HIV-1 CTD dimer (Gamble
et al., 1997; Worthylake et al., 1999). The HIV-1 dimer is formed,
in large part, by the parallel packing of the second helix of the
domain. It is reasonable to assume that the same helix will be
involved in dimerization of other retroviral capsid proteins,
because other possibilities are inconsistent with the conserved
A
D E F
B C Figure 4. Dimeric Arrangements of the CTD
Observed within Crystals, Having Two-Fold
Rotational Symmetry
The dimer subunits (light blue and light brown) are
shown in ribbon representation, together with the
correspondingmolecular surface (semitransparent).
Two orthogonal views of each dimer are shown,
perpendicular (top) and parallel (bottom) to the
symmetry axis.
(A) HIV CACTD dimer (Gamble et al., 1997;Worthy-
lake et al., 1999).
(B–D) RSV CA CTD dimers present in orthorhombic
crystals at alkaline pH.
(E) RSVCACTDdimer present in tetragonal crystals
near neutral pH.
(F) RSV CACTD dimer present in trigonal crystals at
acidic pH. Calculations of molecular surface areas
involved in complex formation were made using
the program SIMS (Vorobjev and Hermans, 1997).
packing of CA within the core. Conse-
quently, several of the interfaces are
unlikely to have biological relevance
(Figures 4B and 4C, observed at alkaline
pH). The remaining interfaces all involve
helix 2 of the CTD. Two of them (Figures
4D and 4E), both observed at alkaline pH,
are quite similar. Relative to the HIV-1
dimer, where helix 2 packs nearly orthogonally with its symmetry
mate, the subunits have ‘‘twisted’’ around the symmetry axis, so
that helix 2 packs at an angle of 80–120. This mode of associa-
tion resembles the altered dimerization interface of the HIV-1
CTD, observed when it is bound to a peptidic assembly inhibitor
(Bartonova et al., 2008; Ternois et al., 2005).
The fifth interface is observed only at acidic pH (Figure 4F). Of
all the potential RSV CTD dimers, this most closely resembles
that of HIV-1, and results in the most extensive burial of molec-
ular surface area. Helix 2 is inclined at an angle of 52 with
respect to its symmetry mate (the subunits being rotated in the
opposite sense, relative to the dimers in Figures 4D and 4E).
The interaction angle for helix 2 is comparable to that in the
HIV-1 dimer (45), although this is not particularly apparent in
Figure 4, because the helix is strongly kinked in HIV-1. The inter-
action buries a small cluster of hydrophobic residues associated
with the top of helix 2, this surface patch being a conserved
feature among retroviral CA CTDs (Kingston et al., 2000). Resi-
dues in the very short 310 helix at the beginning of the domain
are also involved in formation of the dimer interface.
The dimeric assemblies represented in Figures 4D and 4E
appear plausible and could be involved at some stage in the viral
life cycle—for example, in the formation of the immature particle.
However, it is the dimer formed at acidic pH (Figure 4F) which is
our focus. We examined this dimer to see whether it explained
the results of our binding studies. Over the pH range 4–6, the
only potential proton acceptors within the CTD are aspartic
and glutamic acid side chains (the CTD contains no histidine resi-
dues). The intrinsic pKa’s of aspartic and glutamic acid are 3.7
and 4.3, respectively. (Thurlkill et al., 2006), close to the esti-
mated pKa (4.1) of the group inferred critical for dimerization.Structure 17, 737–748, May 13, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 741
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Figure 5. Proton-Linked Dimerization of the RSV CA CTD Explained
(A) Ribbon diagram showing the position of Asp179 and Asp191 within the
dimer interface.742 Structure 17, 737–748, May 13, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All righPositioned within the low-pH dimer interface are the side-
chain groups of Asp179 and Asp191 (Figure 5A). These are not
only proximal but are directly hydrogen bonded to one another
(Figure 5B), a situation that can only occur if one of these
carboxyl groups has been protonated. The distance between
the oxygen atoms involved is 2.56 A˚, suggestive of a high-energy
H bond (Rozas, 2007). This pairing appeared to provide a struc-
tural explanation for proton-linked dimerization of the CTD.
Which of the aspartic acids are protonated cannot be deduced
from analysis of the surrounding hydrogen-bonding network
(involving Arg194 and Trp157), as either possibility could satisfy
the geometric arrangement of hydrogen-bond donors and
acceptors.
Assignment of the Protonation State of Critical Acidic
Residues Using High-Resolution Crystallography
The very high resolution of the X-ray diffraction data from the
low-pH crystals (sub 1 A˚ resolution) allowed us to determine
the protonation state of Asp179 and Asp191. Although hydrogen
atoms could not be directly visualized, even at this resolution,
protonation is expected to cause a subtle perturbation in the
carbon-oxygen bond distances of the carboxyl group (Ahmed
et al., 2007; Borthwick, 1980). The situation is summarized in
Figure 5C. The resolution of the data is sufficient to allow free
refinement of the relevant atoms and reliable estimation of the
interatomic distances.
Following completion of the structural model and convergence
of the refinement process (Rwork = 12.4%, Rfree = 14.2%), all
angle and distance restraints on the oxygen atoms in the carbox-
ylic acid groups of Asp179 and Asp191 were removed. Several
subsequent cycles of full-matrix least-squares model refinement
with the program SHELXD (Sheldrick, 2008) allowed estimation
of the true bond distances between these atoms and their asso-
ciated uncertainties. For Asp179, Cg-Od1 = 1.255 (0.016) A˚ and
Cg-Od2 = 1.244 (0.013) A˚ (estimated standard deviations are
bracketed). For D191, Cg-Od1 = 1.293 A˚ (0.010) and Cg-Od2 =
1.216 A˚ (0.009). Within experimental uncertainty, the carbon-
oxygen bond lengths are equivalent in Asp179 and differentiated
in Asp191. Consequently, the crystallographic data suggest that
Asp191 is protonated.
Mutagenesis of Acidic Residues within the Low-pH CTD
Dimer Interface and Its Effect on Dimerization
To confirm the importance of Asp179 and Asp191 for proton-
linked dimerization, these side chains were mutated to aspara-
gine (mutants D179N and D191N) and alanine (mutants D179A
and D191A) within the CTD. D179N, D179A, and D191N were
tested for their ability to dimerize at acidic pH using ITC (mutant
(B) Detail of Asp179 and Asp191 and surrounding groups, with side-chain
atoms in ball-and-stick representation. Inferred hydrogen bonds (<3.2 A˚) are
indicated with dashed yellow lines. An isosurface of a 2mjFoj  DjFcj (sA-
weighted; Read, 1986) Fourier synthesis, calculated using the refined model
at 0.9 A˚ resolution, is displayed as a blue mesh.
(C) Expected bond distances for the protonated and deprotonated forms of the
carboxyl group based on analysis of small-molecule crystal structures (Borth-
wick, 1980).
(D) Reconfiguration of the H-bonding network in the D179N mutant (PDB ID
code 3G28) suggests that D191 is protonated. Inferred hydrogen bonds
(<3.2 A˚) are indicated with dashed yellow lines.ts reserved
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C
Figure 6. Enforcing CTD Dimerization through Covalent Crosslink-
ing Results in a Super-Assembling Capsid Mutant
(A) Ribbon diagram, showing the position of alanine 184 within the low-pH
dimer interface. The side chains of Ala184, Asp179, and Asp191 are indicated
in ball-and-stick representation. Ala184 is shown in yellow.
(B) Electron density for the intermolecular disulfide bond that forms spontane-
ously within low-pH crystals of the CTD, when it carries the A184C mutation. AStructure 17D191A was not soluble enough to perform the assay). In each
case, dimerization was undetectable at pH 3.7 (data not shown),
conditions under which dimerization of the wild-type CTD is
obvious (Figure 3B). All four mutants were subjected to crystalli-
zation trials. In one case (D179N) the low-pH crystals were reca-
pitulated, despite dimerization being too weak to bemeasured in
solution. Details of data collection and model refinement are
given in Table S2. The reconfiguration of the hydrogen-bonding
network around the mutated residue is informative (Figure 5D).
Asn179 forms a double hydrogen bond with Asp191, while
Arg194 moves away from the mutated residue. Analysis of the
hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor geometry indicates that
Asp191 must be protonated to make this configuration possible.
Hence, the mutagenesis supports assignment of Asp191 as the
protonable group that is linked to dimerization. Mutants D179N
and D179A also crystallized in two novel crystal forms
(Table S2). Analysis of the crystal packing revealed several
new ‘‘dimeric’’ interfaces (Figure S1); however, none appear
likely to have biological relevance.
Covalent Crosslinking across the Low-pH CTD Dimer
Interface and Its Influence on Capsid Assembly
To establish a causal relationship between CTD dimerization and
higher-order capsid assembly, we explored the effects of cova-
lent crosslinking across the low-pH dimer interface. Sites within
the dimer interface geometrically suited for disulfide bond forma-
tion through the introduction of exogenous cysteine residues
were predicted using the MODIP computational procedure
(Sowdhamini et al., 1989). This suggested that alanine 184, in
the center of the dimer interface (Figure 6A), would be capable
of forming a disulfide bond with its symmetry equivalent when
mutated to cysteine. There is only a single endogenous cysteine
residue within the RSV CA (residue 192), which is located within
the second helix of the CTD and is partially buried.
Wefirst introduced theA184Cmutation into theCTDalone, and
crystallized the mutant protein at low pH. X-ray diffraction data
were collected, limiting the radiation dose to avoid damage to
the potential intermolecular disulfide bond (Carugo and Djinovic´
Carugo, 2005). The resulting structure (statistics in Table S2)
demonstrates that under mildly oxidizing conditions, with
reducing agent omitted from the protein storage buffer, the disul-
fide bond forms spontaneously within the crystals (Figure 6B),
although clearly a mixture of cysteine and cystine is present.
Having verified that the structural geometry of the dimer
permitted disulfide bond formation, we introduced the same
mutation into full-length RSV CA. The protein was purified, trans-
ferred into a neutral-pH buffer containing a low concentration of
reducing agent (0.25 mM TCEP-HCl), and examined by cryo-
TEM. The mutant protein spontaneously assembles into small
oligomers as well as multilamellar core-like particles, sometimes
with as many as seven or eight concentric capsid layers
(Figure 6C). Thus, introduction of an exogenous cysteine residue,
which allows disulfide bonding across the low-pH CTD dimer
mixture of cysteine and cystine are present, and both are modeled (PDB ID
code 3G26).
(C) Cryo-electron micrograph, demonstrating assembly of full-length CA,
carrying the A184C mutation, into multilayered, core-like particles, following
protein purification. Scale is indicated., 737–748, May 13, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 743
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at neutral pH.
DISCUSSION
Acidification leads to assembly of RSV CA in vitro, resulting in
production of irregular convex particles resembling the authentic
viral core; sheets which apparently contain the mature hexag-
onal capsid lattice; and small oligomers with T = 1 icosahedral
symmetry (Figure 1). Acidification also leads to the establishment
of a reversible monomer-dimer equilibrium involving the CTD
(Figures 2 and 3). Structural analysis shows that the RSV CTD
dimer formed at low pH closely resembles the HIV-1 CTD dimer
(Figures 4A and 4F), with dimerization linked to protonation of
a single amino acid, Asp191. This facilitates formation of an inter-
subunit hydrogen bond (Figure 5B) responsible for stabilization
of the dimer. We estimate that the dissociation constant govern-
ing dimerization of the protonated monomer (Figure 3C) is
120 mM (20C), a slightly weaker association than that of HIV-1
CA at neutral pH (KD = 10–30 mM; Gamble et al., 1997). Introduc-
tion of a covalent crosslink across the RSV CTD dimerization
interface (through mutation A184C) results in a super-assem-
bling capsid mutant (Figure 6), which establishes a causal rela-
tionship between dimerization and capsid assembly. Although
the assembly of the A184C mutant is aberrant in some regards,
indicated by the preponderance of multilayered particles, this
may simply result from the substitution of a weak and reversible
interaction by an essentially irreversible covalent linkage.
Whereas the proton-linked CA assembly pathway results in
structures whichmodel the authentic viral core, quite high proton
concentrations are required to achieve extensive dimerization of
the CTD (Figure 3). What then is the biological significance of the
proton linkage?One possibility is that none exists—that the posi-
tioning of the acidic residues within the CTD dimer interface has
occurred by chance. Under this model, protonation of Asp191
makes possible the formation of a high-energy hydrogen bond
across the dimer interface, without substantially disrupting the
Figure 7. The Low-pH RSV CACTDDimer Is
a Functional and Structural Analog of the
HIV-1 CA CTD Dimer
Two orthogonal views of the HIV CTD dimer (top)
and the low-pH RSV CTD dimer (bottom), in
a molecular surface representation. The surface
is colored light blue or brown according to the
contributing subunits. The positions of the
N termini, and the distances between them, are
indicated.
arrangement of the subunits.Dimerization
is artificially promoted, driving capsid
assembly in vitro, but this has no in vivo
significance.
Another possibility, which we favor, is
that proton binding acts to regulate
capsid assembly in vivo. Several observa-
tions support such a hypothesis. First,
capsid assembly begins to be observed
in our in vitro system at pH 6.5, where
the equilibrium concentration of the dimer is predicted to be
extremely low (Figure 3E). Second, enhancing dimerization by
further lowering the pH, or introducing a covalent crosslink
across the dimer interface, dramatically increases the number
of assembly products observed (Figures 1 and 6C). These obser-
vations suggest that dimerization of RSV CAmay act to nucleate
capsid formation (Zlotnick, 2005), providing a structural template
onto which monomeric subunits may subsequently position and
bind to complete the capsid. Under this model, and assuming
that the pH in the maturing virion is approximately neutral, the
majority of CAwould be trapped in amonomeric state, incompe-
tent to initiate capsid formation yet capable of capsid extension.
Proton-linked dimerization would thereby provide a mechanism
to limit capsid nucleation, suppressing formation of multiple
capsids and favoring completion of a single capsid shell.
A third possibility exists. Like many viruses, RSV is trafficked
through the acidic endosomal compartment during cell entry
(Mothes et al., 2000; Diaz-Griffero et al., 2002; Narayan et al.,
2003; Melikyan et al., 2004). In the absence of a virally encoded
proton pump, the virion interior is not thought to be acidified
during trafficking. If this assumption were wrong, and the viral
core was exposed to acidic pH during passage through the en-
dosome, our findings suggest it would be stabilized in the endo-
somal compartment, and correspondingly destabilized when
delivered into the neutral pH of the cytoplasm, where uncoating
is actually required. Hence, the observed linkage between
proton binding and capsid assembly could be a mechanism for
regulating capsid stability during cell entry. Our in vitro observa-
tions, together with the observation of isolated cores in prepara-
tions of RSV (Kingston et al., 2001), indicate that the core is likely
metastable at neutral pH. The factors promoting core uncoating
are poorly understood.
Irrespective of the in vivo function, we have shown that the
low-pH RSV CTD dimer is a functional and structural analog of
the HIV-1 CTD dimer. Figure 7 reiterates this point, showing
the two species in a molecular surface representation, aligned
according to the dimensions of the smallest bounding box. The744 Structure 17, 737–748, May 13, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved
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critically, the chain termini—where the flexible linkage with the
NTD begins—are separated by the same distance (23–25 A˚).
In HIV-1, the importance of CTD dimerization for capsid
assembly is inferred from several basic observations. First, the
measured equilibria imply that the vast majority of free CA will
be in the dimeric state within the crowded virion interior. Addi-
tionally, mutations in the dimer interface which attenuate dimer-
ization interfere negatively with capsid assembly (see, e.g., Lan-
man et al., 2002; von Schwedler et al., 2003; Ganser-Pornillos
et al., 2004; del Alamo et al., 2005). However, in routine buffers
at neutral pH, many other retroviral capsid proteins do not
measurably dimerize. This is the situation for RSV (Kingston
et al., 2000; Campos-Olivas et al., 2000), human T cell leukemia
virus type 1 (Khorasanizadeh et al., 1999), and Jaagsiekte sheep
retrovirus (Mortuza et al., 2009). Because capsid assembly
results from the coordinated action of homotypic NTD-NTD
and CTD-CTD interactions as well as heterotypic NTD-CTD
interactions, this presents no insuperable difficulty. Individually
weak interactions are sufficient to direct viral capsid assembly
because of their multivalent nature (Zlotnick, 2005). However,
the differences in CTD dimerization affinity, and the influence
of ligand binding on this process, indicate that the individual
interactions must contribute differently to the kinetics and ther-
modynamics of capsid assembly in different retroviruses.
More puzzling has been the failure of RSV CA to assemble effi-
ciently at neutral pH in our in vitro assays. One obvious caveat is
that the concentration of the capsid protein is at least 10-fold
higher in vivo (Vogt and Simon, 1999; Kingston et al., 2001),
where assembly occurs within a closed compartment (the virion
interior) crowded with other macromolecules. However, this has
not prevented the ready in vitro assembly of HIV-1 CA into core-
like particles at neutral pH (Li et al., 2000; del Alamo et al., 2005).
A recent study by Purdy et al. suggests a resolution to this
problem, in describing a different ligand-linked CA assembly
pathway (Purdy et al., 2008). They showed that RSV CA could
be induced to assemble into core-like particles, tubes, and small
oligomers at neutral pH through addition of sodium phosphate. It
is not yet knownwhether this results from some general property
of phosphate, such as electrostatic screening, or from specific
binding of phosphate to CA. Phosphate has never been present
in the assembly buffers we have employed. There are, however,
pronounced similarities between the outcome of proton-driven
and phosphate-driven capsid assembly, in particular in the
production of core-like particles (often multilamellar) and small
oligomeric assemblies. The morphological similarities, coupled
with our observation that assembly products, formed at low
pH, are stable when transferred back to neutral-pH buffer,
suggest that the pathways converge to a similar final outcome.
Whereas CA creates the shell of the mature retroviral core,
when embedded within the Gag polyprotein it is also integral to
formation of the immature particle. The lateral packing of Gag
within the immature virion is mediated by CA-CA interactions.
Gag is hexagonally arranged in the virus; however, image recon-
structions derived from electron tomography (Wright et al., 2007)
do not provide details of the interactions. Efficient in vitro
assembly systems have been developed to study immature
particle formation. In the presence of nucleic acids, purified
Gag proteins will spontaneously assemble into spherical virus-Structure 17like particles (see, e.g., Wilk et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2001). For
RSV, in contrast to HIV-1, efficient assembly of Gag in vitro
requires mild acidification (Yu et al., 2001). Hence, the proton-
ation event we have described here, within the CTD of CA, could
also be relevant for immature particle assembly. Dimerization of
Gag, via nucleic acid binding, is inferred to be critical for particle
formation (Ma and Vogt, 2002, 2004; Johnson et al., 2002) and
could be coordinated with dimerization of the CTD via the
‘‘low-pH’’ interface we have described (Figures 4F, 5, and 7).
Alternately, some variant interaction could be involved (e.g.,
those depicted in Figures 4D and 4E).
In summary, we have structurally and biophysically character-
ized a CTD dimer that promotes RSV capsid assembly. In
comparison with the previously described HIV-1 CTD dimer,
themajor difference lies in the linkage of dimerization with proton
binding. The results suggest that the intermolecular forces
involved in generating and stabilizing the retroviral capsid differ
widely between genera, despite the similarity in structural
outcome. For RSV, our results, and those of others (Purdy
et al., 2008), suggest that binding of small ionic species may
be involved in initiating capsid formation or in modulating
stability of the assembled capsid.
As this paper was being prepared for final submission, we
became aware of a manuscript in press describing structural
analysis of the small RSV CA oligomers assembled in neutral-
pH phosphate buffer (Cardone et al., 2009). Image reconstruc-
tion by cryo-electron microscopy at intermediate resolution
reveals these particles to be a mixture of T = 1 and T = 3 icosa-
hedra. The CTD-CTD dimer inferred to be involved in particle
formation closely resembles the low-pH dimer we have
described in this paper. Further, the authors report that the point
of closest contact between the CTD subunits, which were fitted
into the image reconstructions, is alanine 184. Hence, the phos-
phate and proton-linked assembly pathways appear largely
convergent, and the low-pH dimer approximates or recapitulates
the biologically relevant assembly formed at neutral pH.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Construction of Protein Expression Plasmids
DNA encoding RSV CA (Prague C strain, GenBank accession number V01197)
was obtained from Volker Vogt (Cornell University). Three expression plasmids
were created, encoding CA, CA151–237, and CA150–226, fused to modified
Saccharomyces cerevisiae VMA inteins (details in Table S1). Following protein
expression, DTT-mediated cleavage of all three intein fusions results in release
of viral proteins carrying no extraneous sequences at their N or C termini. Site-
directed mutants were derived from the parental plasmids using standard
whole-plasmid PCR mutagenesis and verified by DNA sequencing.
Heterologous Protein Expression and Protein Purification
Expression plasmids were transformed into Rosetta 2 (DE3) (Novagen). Trans-
formed bacteria were grown in Luria broth supplemented with 1% (v/v) glyc-
erol, 50–100 mg/ml ampicillin, and 30–50 mg/ml chloramphenicol. Cultures
were shaken in flasks at 37C until the optical density at 600 nm was
0.6–1.0. Protein expression was then induced by addition of isopropylthioga-
lactopyranoside (IPTG) to a final concentration of 0.25 mM, and the cultures
were maintained for 10–20 hr at 18C before harvest.
Working at 4C, bacterial cell pellets were resuspended in buffer A (20 mM
TAPS/KOH [pH 9.0], 400 mM NaCl), supplemented with a protease inhibitor
cocktail (Complete Mini, EDTA-free, Roche Applied Science) and lysed by
sonication (Misonix Sonicator 3000). The lysate was clarified by centrifugation
and the supernatant was passed over a bed of chitin beads (New England, 737–748, May 13, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 745
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buffer A. The resin was washed extensively with buffer A + 0.1% Triton X-100
and flushed with a small volume of buffer A + 100 mM DTT. The column was
sealed, and incubated for 15–20 hr at 18C–28C to facilitate intein cleavage.
The untagged protein was then washed from the column in buffer A.
Proteins were subsequently purified using cation-exchange chromatog-
raphy. Constructs encompassing the CTD alone (CA151–237, CA150–226, and
all derived point mutants) were bound to SP Sepharose HP resin (GE Health-
care), buffered with 20 mM malic acid/KOH (pH 3.7), 50 mM NaCl, and then
eluted with a linear salt gradient. Full-length RSV CA, and the derived A184C
point mutant, were bound to SP Sepharose HP resin, buffered with 12.5 mM
succinic acid/KOH (pH 5.1), 25 mM NaCl, and then eluted with a linear salt
gradient. Proteins were subsequently dialyzed into a standard storage buffer
before use (10–20 mMMOPS/KOH [pH 7.0], 50–100 mM NaCl, 0.25–0.50 mM
TCEP-HCl, 0.5 mM sodium azide). Protein concentrations were estimated
using UV absorption measurements at 280 nm (Pace et al., 1995).
In Vitro Capsid Assembly
In vitro capsid assembly was performed by jump dilution of RSVCA into a high-
salt, mildly acidic assembly buffer. Typically, 20 ml RSV CA (400–600 mM, in
standard storage buffer) was mixed with 20 ml assembly buffer (0.2 M citric
acid/KOH [pH 4.9], 1.4 M NaCl) at 18C. The assembly buffer swamps the
storage buffer, and the pH of the final solution is 5.0. Assembly of RSV CA
into regular and semiregular structures was apparent on immediate inspection
with electron microscopy.
Electron Microscopy
For routine analysis of RSV CA assembly, samples were applied to glow-
discharged carbon/parlodian-coated electron microscopy grids, negatively
stained with 1.5% (w/v) uranyl acetate, and air dried. Vitrified samples were
prepared using perforated electron microscopy grids (Quantifoil R2/2) and an
automated plunge freezing device (FEI VitroBot Mark IV). Specimens were
examined using a Phillips Tecnai 12 electron microscope equipped with an
LaB6 filament and operated at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV in a low-
dosemode.AGatan 626 cryoholderwas used tomaintain vitrified grids at liquid
nitrogen temperatures. Imageswere recorded onKodak SO-163 photographic
film at a nominal magnification of 42,0003. Micrographs were digitized using
a Nikon LS-9000 film scanner. Class averaging of projection images was
carried out with the EMAN (Ludtke et al., 1999) and XMIPP (Sorzano et al.,
2004) program packages, whereas the MRC image-processing package
(Crowther et al., 1996) was used for analysis of the planar capsid arrays.
Size-Exclusion Chromatography
All size-exclusion chromatography was performed using an A¨kta purifier (GE
Healthcare) equipped with triple-wavelength monitoring. For small-zone
experiments, in which the applied sample volume was a small fraction of the
column bed volume, CA151–237 was dialyzed into 100 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM
TCEP-HCl, buffered with either 12.5 mM malic acid/KOH (pH 3.7), 12.5 mM
MOPS/KOH (pH 7.0), or 12.5 mM CAPS/KOH (pH 10.5). Protein solutions
(0.5 ml, concentration 400–600 mM) were injected onto a HiLoad 16/60 Super-
dex 75 prep-grade column equilibrated with the appropriate buffer. Protein
elution was monitored by following absorbance at 280 nm. These experiments
were performed at 4C, with a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min. Approximate estimates
for the protein molecular mass (M) were obtained from the dependence of the
elution volume upon log M, given standards of known size (low molecular
weight gel filtration calibration kit, GE Healthcare) (Winzor, 2003).
For large-zone experiments, a Tricorn 5/100 column (GE Healthcare) having
an inner diameter of 5mmand a total internal volume of2ml was packedwith
Superdex 75 resin. A columnwith a very small volumewas employed to reduce
the sample requirements (Nenortas and Beckett, 1994). CA151–237 was dia-
lyzed into 10 mM formic acid/KOH (pH 3.7), 100 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM sodium
azide, 0.5 mM TCEP-HCl. The buffer was selected for its low absorbance in
the far-UV spectral region. Injections (1.5 ml) of CA151–237 onto the column
were sufficient to create a large zone with a plateau of constant protein
concentration. Protein elution was monitored by following absorbance at
293, 280, and 230 nm. This enabled determination of plateau protein concen-
trations over a wide range (millimolar to submicromolar). Protein extinction
coefficients at 293 and 230 nmwere determined from the calculated extinction746 Structure 17, 737–748, May 13, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All righcoefficient at 280 nm (Pace et al., 1995). The exact path length of the optical
flow cell in the A¨kta purifier (nominally 10 mm) was also determined through
comparison with measurements made on the eluted material with a conven-
tional UV spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-2501PC).
Thirteen large-zone experiments were performed, with plateau protein
concentrations ranging between 430 and 1.8 mM (4C; flow rate 0.15 ml/min).
The elution volume (Ve) of each large zone was determined as the centroid of
the leading edge of the elution profile, using numerical integration (Darling
et al., 2000; Valdes and Ackers, 1979). The void volume (Vo) and internal
volume (Vi) of the column were determined by small-zone analysis of blue
dextran 2000 and L-tyrosine, respectively (Valdes and Ackers, 1979). Weight
average partition coefficients for the protein were calculated relative to these
totally excluded and included standards, and the resulting data were fit to
a simple monomer-dimer equilibrium model using nonlinear least squares,
as described by Darling et al. (2000).
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry
ITC experiments were performed using a VP-ITC microcalorimeter (MicroCal)
operated at 20C. CA151–237 (concentration 510–690 mM) was dialyzed
exhaustively into 20 mM succinic acid/KOH (pH 3.67–5.68), 100 mM NaCl,
0.5 mM sodium azide. Succinic acid was selected because it is an effective
buffer across the entire pH range of interest. Both protein and buffer solutions
were briefly outgassed, the protein solution was loaded into the injection
syringe, and the corresponding buffer was loaded into the calorimeter cell.
Each titration comprised 28 injections of 10 ml each, at intervals of 300–400 s.
The baseline around each heat pulse was approximated with a low-order
polynomial, and the heat generated per injection was obtained by numerical
integration of the raw data. Duplicate runs were performed at each pH. Details
of the subsequent data analysis are given in Supplemental Experimental
Procedures.
X-Ray Crystallography
All crystals were grown by the hanging- or sitting-drop vapor-diffusion
method. Crystallization conditions were identified with screening experiments
based on orthogonal arrays (Kingston et al., 1994). Details are given in
Tables S2 and S3. Diffraction data were collected by the oscillation method,
using both laboratory and synchrotron radiation sources. Data integration
and scaling were performed with the program HKL2000 (Otwinowski and
Minor, 1997).
The structure of CA151–237 (space group P21212; Table S2) was determined
bymolecular replacement, using the programPhaser (McCoy et al., 2007), and
amodel was derived from solution NMR spectroscopy data (Protein Data Bank
[PDB] ID code 1EOQ; Kingston et al., 2000). Following iterative model building
and refinement with the programs Coot (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) and
REFMAC (Murshudov et al., 1997), the crystallographic model was used to
determine the remaining structures detailed in Tables S2 and S3, using the
same procedures. The ultra-high-resolution structure of the CTD at acidic pH
(space group P3221; Table S2) was refined using the program SHELXD (Shel-
drick, 2008). Supplementary crystallographic calculations were carried out
using the CCP4 program suite (CCP4, 1994). Statistics associated with the
X-ray diffraction data and the atomic models are given in Tables S2 and S3.
Helix packing angles were calculated with the program PROMOTIF (Hutch-
inson and Thornton, 1996). Figures 4–7 were prepared with the assistance of
the program MacPyMOL (http://www.delanoscientific.com).
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Supplemental Data include one figure, three tables, and Supplemental Exper-
imental Procedures and can be foundwith this article online at http://www.cell.
com/structure/supplemental/S0969-2126(09)00157-9.
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